Star Wars fans anticipate the arrival of the newest version of Battlefront.

Will Tarantino’s new film be successful despite the filmmaker’s reputation?

The GCC volleyball team has wrapped up their season but are anticipating next year.

Orchesis dancers steal the show with a variety of dance styles.

Forbes magazine ranked GCC as a top college, find out why.

E! magazine features Grove City College’s newest star.
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Life
The show began with a grand procession of the "nursing class of 2015," introduced in the style of the evolution of dancing featuring Alex, Mitchell Mich- ael, Coulter, Gary Smith, Paul Schuster, Susan Cran- mer, Warren Thrommer- ton, DJ Wagner, Michelle Meakem, Vera, Eliza Sue Drevos, Traci Carla Ligo and Career Services’ Mandy Sposato. At the risk of breaking the one and only rule and tak- ing about next up was evidence of the supportive faculty club fift. Librarian Kim Marks did it Dr. Hogsette then issued a "This is a place for the girl who feels as "One million miles away...[we] go "If you remove the space between atoms, earth would be the size of a baseball. If you remove the space between Grove City, is the main focus of the group has been to focus pri- marily on the upcoming elec- tion. Most recently, a viewing the British boyband McFeaters, Vern Ulrich, Don- ning, featuring a very loud Dr. Macklemore’s anarcho-cap- ity, Dr. Michael Coulter (Cat- ed their thoughts and beliefs. In addition to joining the conserva- tion of McNulty wed- don a political organization that is nothing but Grove City College. NeW is an or- ganization for women that has a great presence nation- wide and is headquartered in Washington D.C. The goal of NeW, as told by junior member Grace Meakem, is to help with just one quick trip to Exercise and nutrition "is the most basic life skill...Exercise and nutri- tion courses closed off
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GCC ranked ‘top college’
Forbes magazine reviews the College highly

Victoria Claus
Contributing Writer

Several top rankings have brought Grove City College more positive acknowledgement. Grove City College has often been recognized by Forbes as a top college, and this year is no exception.

On their Northeastern list of Top Private Colleges, Grove City College is ranked 97. Not only did the College gain distinction in the Northeast schools, but also in the nation. Nationwide, the College was 166th. This led to an announcement. Nationwide, the College was ranked "top college," and often been recognized by Forbes as a top college, and many factors influence Forbes’ final rankings, but they are not surprising and are what one would expect. As a matter of fact, most students would probably list at least one or two of them as reasons why they choose the College. These factors include academic success, graduation rate, student debt and student satisfaction. Forbes then numerically computed an overall score through the use of an undisclosed formula.

One indicator that could be used to measure academic success could be the ability of the students to graduate in four years. Grove City College boasts 82 percent of their students graduated in four years, which contributes to another influential factor: student debt. When a student graduates on time, they keep their debt under control and are able to begin paying it back when they earn their first paycheck. An additional feature at the College affecting both academic success and student satisfaction is the low student-to-faculty ratio. The current ratio is 15 to 1. Students gain crucial in-class attention at levels where questions can be freely asked and addressed. In addition, the mentoring opportunities are plentiful at Grove City College.

Still another trait that demonstrates student satisfaction is the high retention rate of the College. Ninety percent of Grove City College’s freshmen remain here through graduation; this high percentage shows that students are happy with their choice and stay to complete their education. Only two and a half percent of the students transfer to a different college or university.

The age of the College also serves as a reason in interesting way. Many of the top schools in our nation have founding dates before 1900, and the top 25 schools on the list were founded before 1887. Grove City College has a founding date of 1876, positioning the College in good company.

Maybe some of these reasons expressed by Forbes are ones that led current students to Grove City College.

Forbes is a list that many potential college students use to help guide them in their selection. Maybe it is a blessing that Grove City College has gained recognition on these lists.
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Victoria Clauss
Contributing Writer

The drinks were hot, the snacks were sweet and the sound of acoustic guitars and rich voices filled the Breen Student Union.

On Wednesday Nov. 4, the College’s Student Government Association hosted the second of three Coffee Houses that will take place this semester. The three-hour event took place in the Student Union and provides students with the opportunity to hear their peers sing and play.

“It’s a great way to connect with the students of the school and create an atmosphere where they can take a break from homework and stress and enjoy performance,” said SGA member Dani- elk Dennis.

This month’s lineup featured a variety of performers and songs.

At 7 p.m. Gabi Allinger and Rob McElain took center stage to kick off the night. The duo was followed by sophomore Carolyn Ebel whose soulful vocals and original songs captured the attention of the audience.

Ebel was followed by an audience favorite, Coby Bar- tolucci.

“I enjoy taking a song people know and making it my own style,” said Bartolucci.

The junior covered “Trap Queen” by Fetty Wap, “Run around Sue” by Dion and other of his personal favorites. Not only did Bartolucci impress the audience with his diverse song list but also with his vocal and instrumental abilities.

Bartolucci was followed by Matt Vavro, who opted not to sing. Instead, Vavro captured the audience’s attention by showing off his exceptional guitar abilities. Matt Vavro, who opted not to sing. Instead, Vavro captured the audience’s attention by showing off his exceptional guitar abilities. Vavro performed instrument- al covers of popular songs such as “Someone Like You” by Adele in addition to performing his own original pieces.

The night wrapped up with two sets. Emily Yoder and Jared Grace used their 30 min- utes time slot well. The duo stopped those passages by with their rich harmonies and vocal songs such as “Apologize” by One Republic.

The night was brought to completion by Jordan Horst, Josh Tracy and Tyler Mul- ley. The trio performed a number of three back-back feats with “I Don’t Want To Be” by Gavin DeGraw, which was featured in every millennial’s favorite teen drama, “One Tree Hill.”

The College offers a number of events throughout the year that provide an opportunity for student performers, but SGA’s monthly Coffee House remains one of the most popular events for student musicians.

Although there appeared to be quite a few empty seats in the room, the audience’s size seemed the least concern for the performers.

Performer Emily Yoder said, “It’s a fun experience getting to perform beside your friends. It’s the first time that I performed with Jared.”

It was not until later that Yoder commented on the audience and having friends there to support her.

Bartolucci also comment- ed, “This past year I’ve realized how much I enjoy playing and singing just for the sake of doing it versus necessarily to perform. Having an audience is just a bonus.”

Bartolucci appropriately captured the night with their comments.

It was altogether a time of fun, music, and supportive friends. People drank coffee, ate mini pumpkin pies and took a break from the books to show support for their fellow classmates and friends.

In light of the Thanksgiving season, the event was a reminder to give thanks for coffee, music, fellowship and the friends that continue to shape Grove City College’s campus community.

Abigail Cunningham
Contributing Writer
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Day in the life:  
Luke Negron

Pearl Scalzo  Contributing Writer

Luke Edison Negron, a se-
inior political science major from New Jersey, is a chore-
ographer and dancer in Or-
chesis: Unhinged. 

As a child he teased his sister for taking ballet class-
exes, but in the last five years he has imitated her passion for dance. He describes his dancing ability as “exclusive-
ly hop hip,” choreographing an entertaining piece titled “No Girls Allowed.”

He also participates in the contemporary officers and choreographers dance, which he describes as “chal-
 lenging but great because it means I can spend more time with the girls.”

As house manager and choreographer he has

learned valuable skills in “or-
ganizing and being in charge of people.”

Strengthening these skills have prepared him for fu-
ture leadership positions and have added an unusual ac-
tivity on his work resume.

Through his perseverance and positivity, he has encour-
aged many more to audition and participate in his dance. “No Girls Allowed” includes ten men, all with mixed dance experience, who ordi-
narily we would not have participated on their Friday evenings on a stage, but Negron’s encour-
agement has eased that stage fright.

Parts of Negron’s dance, such as locking and breaking, were inspired by watching “America’s Best Dance Crew” and the “Step Up” movies. He also praised the talented

Chris Brown and Channing Tatum, admitting that he imitated some of their dance moves.

One of his responsibilities of being house manager is to raise revenue through fund-
raisers or creative ideas. Usually, flowers are bought and given to the dancers; however, due to the influx of men, Negron has created a different way to gift your special man – a small basket with goodies inside, which means they rehearse more intensely as a group, leading to the two intensive

tech weeks in which the cast

spends Monday through

Thursday in Ketler Auditori-

um rehearsing for five to six hours a day. On top of that, officers and choreographers spend additional time on

creative, administrative, and organizational preparation for this show.

Needless to say, the Orches-
sis team is incredibly ded-
icated to the production and thrilled to be able to perform their show in front of an audi-
ence for the first time. Sayre said, “The dancers pour their hearts and souls into the pro-
duction and almost every student on campus knows a partic-
icipant. Orchesis members simply love to dance and want to bless their peers and the community by showcas-
ing the talents God has given them.” The cast and crew of Orchesis have given up much of their time and energy for

this production, and they would encourage every stu-
dent at the College to come out and support their perfor-
manee.

Orchesis: Unhinged will be performing on Thursday, November 12 through Sat-
urday, November 14 at Pechin Fine Arts Center’s Ketler Au-
ditorium. This year’s Senior Head Choreographer is Jas-
sen Sayre, and Junior Head is Erin Sweet. Performances will be each night at 7:30 PM, in addition to a 2:30 matinee on Saturday. The show is free and open to the public, but tickets must be reserved in advance and can be 

bought at a price.

Come see Negron on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night, and get your special man or woman flowers or gift baskets!
There are all sorts of holiday traditions surrounding the last three months of our year. In October we dress up and distribute candy to visiting children. In November, we gorge ourselves on the birth of our Lord and savior. In December we honor thesgiving. In November, we gorge ourselves on the birth of our Lord and savior. In December we honor the. In this context, the holiday season is written by Louise, herself. In this case, it was just a multiple day story line that was left for dead. Today, the game series has been revitalized as the new Star Wars Battlefront about this is the exception is Sleater-Kinney. The television show, “Bob’s Burgers,” has become something much more than just a television show. It has gained a loyal following for many reasons past its unique characters and odd dy. It has a draw that stirs up all sorts of emotions within any adolescent. The Veve’s not so serious ‘Very Live.” Shia LaBeouf paro. It was fant. It” video immediately fol. This is written by Louise, herself. In this case, it was just a multiple day story line that was left for dead. Today, the game series has been revitalized as the new Star Wars Battlefront about this is the exception is Sleater-Kinney. The television show, “Bob’s Burgers,” has become something much more than just a television show. It has gained a loyal following for many reasons past its unique characters and odd dy. It has a draw that stirs up all sorts of emotions within any adolescent. The Veve’s not so serious ‘Very Live.” Shia LaBeouf paro. It was fant.
The Orchesis troupe premiered its annual dance production Orchesis: Unhinged on Thursday night in PEW. Led by senior head Jessica Sayre and junior head Erin Sweet, Orchesis: Unhinged conveys the all places and emotions that dance can take us through. There are three productions left: tonight at 7:30 p.m. and tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. You’re not going to want to miss this one.
Perspectives

In defense of lying

Tucker Sigourney
Commenting Editor

There has been recently some talk in the news centering on allegations against Republican presidential candidate Ben Car- son.

It was all very surprising, simply because so many of us have a visceral reaction to hearing Carson's name. We all are familiar with his story; how he grew up with the added burden of cold weather for the better part of the year and students have the perfect formula to want to minimize the chance of being caught lying.

The new system also proves to be an inconvenience for the hands full. I know of a student who was written up for the second time because he and a formal friend brought his roommate a pizza that was full before signing in. I also know of someone who was written up for signing out. This system does not begin to scratch the surface of the brokenness of the intervisitation system.

Resident Assistants and Resident Directors also consistently enforce so-called violations. In the case of one example, received a formal disciplinary notice even though they were not even a parking ticket for an honest mistake. The reality is that beyond the allotted time for intervisitation and for a different student, however, received only a stern email and a formal disciplinary action for intentions to try a bit better part of an hour in a female dorm.

Why is the same resident di- rector refused to provide equal justice according to the law be- yond my comprehension.

The system loses all credibility when such infringement occurs.

The college has even gone so far as to require that they follow procedure to the letter, yet in my room, the attendant did not want to a different part of the room to watch the video and did not go across the building. He forgot to sign back to the sign-in desk to indicate that the building would be changing rooms for the next minute duration of the video. The old sign-in system on each hall would easily resolve such circum- stances.

Students, moreover, are forced to go to the Student Affairs office if there is a bathroom in a dorm that does not have a lobby. Ap-parently it is unreasonable to have a bathroom in Lincoln, Hopkins, or Hicks with that many females may use, as far as concerns me. They because they followed pro- cedure to the letter, yet in my room, the attendant did not want to ask a different part of the room to watch the video and did not go across the building. He forgot to sign back to the sign-in desk to indicate that the building would be changing rooms for the next minute duration of the video. The old sign-in system on each hall would easily resolve such circum- stances.

Students, moreover, are forced to go to the Student Affairs office if there is a bathroom in a dorm that does not have a lobby. Ap- parently it is unreasonable to have a bathroom in Lincoln, Hopkins, or Hicks with that many females may use, as far as concerns me.

The broken system

Thomas Kutzy
Editor-in-Chief

Each year students grapple with the intervisitation system. The system is broken, and it has been broken for a period of time, but per- haps not entirely. With the new changes proposed by Student Life & Learning at the end of the year and at the start of the next, however, the students who continue to grapple with the system appear to finally have a winning argument.

Going to the system that is working well in the apart- ment halls is a common idea: it centralizes signing in as they all do with MSU, for all those in the building without having to go to each individual hall. The problem is that it only works in the apartment halls.

The residence halls on upper campus are recre- ative to such a system. Keller, for example, has one central location in ‘Ket- ree,’ where the EIs are collected and also where every student in Keller Hall is inconve- nient.

In MAP North, the sign in table is on the farthest cor- ner from the direction that all students come in, making the burden of walking there greater than the benefit of quickness for signing in.

In Hopeeman and Lincoln Hall, the residence halls are not connected and the signs in desks are at one extreme of the building, not the other.

Why is this problematic? It create a disincentive for students to sign in properly.

There is no moral impera- tive for students to sign on time. Whether or not students sign in on time is up to their own conscience, especially if it is only for a few minutes. The convenience of the old sys- tem made students sign in because is was easy. Now, with the system that allows students to simply make a dash out in virtual dorms, all the dif- ficulty for students simply must not be included. Also, the dif- ficulty for cold weather for the better part of the year and students have the perfect formula to want to minimize the chance of being caught lying.

The system loses all credibility when such infringement occurs.

This argument does not prove to me that Carson is not a nice man or that he is not worth the vote, because he and a formal friend brought his roommate a pizza that was full before signing in. I also know of someone who was written up for signing out. This system does not begin to scratch the surface of the brokenness of the intervisitation system.

Resident Assistants and Resident Directors also consistently enforce so-called violations. In the case of one example, received a formal disciplinary notice even though they were not even a parking ticket for an honest mistake. The reality is that beyond the allotted time for intervisitation and for a different student, however, received only a stern email and a formal disciplinary action for intentions to try a bit better part of an hour in a female dorm.

Why is the same resident di- rector refused to provide equal justice according to the law be- yond my comprehension.

The system loses all credibility when such infringement occurs.

The college has even gone so far as to require that they follow procedure to the letter, yet in my room, the attendant did not want to ask a different part of the room to watch the video and did not go across the building. He forgot to sign back to the sign-in desk to indicate that the building would be changing rooms for the next minute duration of the video. The old sign-in system on each hall would easily resolve such circum- stances.

Students, moreover, are forced to go to the Student Affairs office if there is a bathroom in a dorm that does not have a lobby. Ap- parently it is unreasonable to have a bathroom in Lincoln, Hopkins, or Hicks with that many females may use, as far as concerns me.
Calling a murder a murder? Will Tarantino's reputation affect his new film's success?

Grayson Quay
Foreign Correspondent

There is a moment in Quentin Tarantino's first film “Reservoir Dogs” when Harvey Keitel's Mr. Pink, if he shot anyone during their escape from the scene of their botched bank robbery, “I'll even feed that little piggy,” he says.

“Just real people?” White asks.

“Just cops,” Pink replies.

“Police are police, or not, cops have recently become a huge part of the conversation in the fervid filmmaker after he joined a New York City protest against police brutality.

“When I see murderers, I do not see a part of a country that confuses the number of useless at pictures of space? Do you watch in circles like this usually is someone who makes a living glorifying crime and violence is a cop-lover,” too, Patrolmen's Benevolent Association President Patrick Lynch said, calling Tarantino a “bonehead” to stroll out to “paddle his slandering Cop-Fiction.”

Someone, I assume, was very proud of having come up with that little play on words.

Then, police unions representing hundreds of thousands of sworn officers across the country have joined a boycott of his latest film “The Hateful Eight” which will be released Christmas Day.

These unions have a right to boycott, but they have taken another, more troublesome step.

A few days ago, Jim Pasci, Executive Director of the Fraternal Order of Police, promised that his organization has “tripled our efforts to stop this”.

It has

\[
\text{\textit{surprise}} \text{ in the works for Tarantino's frustration could at any moment between now and the premiere and will "try to hurt him in the only way that seems to matter to him, and to the economy.”}
\]

No matter how many times police officers have no business attempting to frighten and intimidate one of the very citizens they have sworn to protect simply because he exercised his first amendment right.

According to police union policy, Tarantino admitted that he has begun to feel uneasy around police, a feeling no law-abiding citizen in a free society ever has to experience.

As to Tarantino's comments themselves, the backlash seems unnecessary, unnecessary, unnecessary. Lives Matter movement con
demns all cops as racist mur
derers, other police unions portray all cops as heroic, unthinking, and in some cases be denied permission, to be in an open system that the college feels it is.

Unfortunately, this is not the only fault of idiots that do not know any better. Serious evolution theories have taken on this view.

Robert Tavris, a top psychiatrist, in his book, states, “Anomalistic thinking” is a belief system in circles like this usually is science as well.

“Science is a science in this circle of looking at pictures of space. Do you think you can know? Who is "kind of" happy? Have you ever had a cyclical friend? Is that the name of the new book you are reading?”

This kind of attention is unwarranted in the world of science.

Therefore, science really is the high

abuse the truth their commun

Weed out these bad apples and restorative community faith in police should be a top priority of the unions, while members of communi
ties that feel persecuted by police should try to appreci
ate what can depend on an split-second decision for those who wear the uniform.

Tarantino himself has clarified his remarks, saying “All cops are not murderers.” I never said that I never even implied that,” which is im
pressive for Tarantino since the last time I heard him re
spond to criticism he simply said “kiss my (expletive) ass.”

He is abrasive and perhaps slightly misguided on this issue, but he raises a valid point, and while I will con
Image 36x829 to 756x1060

But that is all nonsense.

Red science requires years of being bored and being
tudious. Just because you heard something interesting once and wondered “I wonder that is in science. It’s just science.”

What is worse is that the worship of science, or at least the appearance of science in the least sense of the term, has become so ingrained in some people’s minds that it becomes a new

For him, when a scien
tist meets a philosopher, his
proper response should be “I'm moving on, I'm leav
ing you behind, and you can't even cross the street because you're distracted by these questions you ask yourself. I don't have time for that.”

For a man who prides himself as a popularizer of the scientific method, those of us with intellectual sentiments are an astonishing exercise in ignorance.

In truth, while science is truly impressive and a huge part of our education, as well as an important tool for making policy decisions, I let us not pretend that it is the only method.

Science never gives us aesthetics. We cannot use the scientific method to de

INTERVIS

do, rather it will cause them to seek out other ways in which to express themselves.

Seminola State's campus Safety awareness articles, most college students who may be seeing "The Hateful Eight" in theatres over Christmas break will be seeing the same behaviour.

For him, science never gives us aesthetics.  We cannot use the scientific method to determine what makes a thing beautiful.
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The Steelers continued a three-game winning streak with Big Ben leading the team 98 yards down the field, setting up yet another touchdown from DeAngelo Williams and the black and gold came into the game with a record of 3-4-1, having just suffered a rough loss to the Cincinnati Bengals. A win in this contest would guarantee that the team would stay above .500. However, this was easier said than done.

The Steelers’ defense started off as they usually do in these kinds of games as quarterback Derek Carr struggled early in the contest, but that too was not enough for the black and gold that had to win. Roethlisberger was sacked during the following Steelers possession by Allen Smith, left the game with a left leg injury and did not return to play. To make matters even worse for the Steelers, Carr continued having an unbelievable game and threw a 38-yard touchdown pass to Crabtree within the first three minutes of play. This kind of play continued as the Steelers struggled to contain the dynamic duo for the duration of the game.

The black and gold went a touchdown lead in the first quarter from a big hit from Roosevelt Jones. However, the second quarter saw the Steelers give up a touchdown to Antonio Brown for 59 yards which put Chris Boswell in field goal range to kick a game-winner with two seconds left in the contest.

It was the Steelers who came out on top in this roller coaster ride for both teams and a strong finish to a solid season. The win avenged an earlier season loss to the Raiders and gave the black and gold a chance to move into the playoffs. The Steelers’ defense gave up 35 points on the day, but in the end, it was enough for the black and gold.

A strong finish to a solid season
Men’s soccer ends 2015 season in PAC tournament

The Grove City College Men’s soccer team (15-6-2, 6-2-2 PAC) closed out the President’s Athletic Conference (PAC) tournament on Nov. 4 with the PAC title within their grasp. After finishing out the regular season with wins in six of their last seven games, the men fell to Grove City in the President’s Athletic Conference semi-final game in Beaver Falls, Pa., in double overtime.

After 70 scoreless minutes, Geneva broke through to take a 1-0 lead. Just minutes later, Geneva redshirt PAC Player of the Year and senior goalkeeper Ben Loew netted two goals in the 2-0 loss at home.

The Wolverines appeared to have a chance when the Geneva goalkeeper bobbled the ball as forward Charlie Mifsud was unbound oppurtunity, but the keeper gathered the ball to keep Geneva in the contest.

The team continued into a tough stretch of games and was up against a powerhouse University of Rochester in town;
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The Grove City College Men’s soccer team (15-6-2, 6-2-2 PAC) closed out the President’s Athletic Conference (PAC) tournament on Nov. 4 with the PAC title within their grasp. After finishing out the regular season with wins in six of their last seven games, the men fell to Grove City in the President’s Athletic Conference semi-final game in Beaver Falls, Pa., in double overtime.

After 70 scoreless minutes, Geneva broke through to take a 1-0 lead. Just minutes later, Geneva redshirt PAC Player of the Year and senior goalkeeper Ben Loew netted two goals in the 2-0 loss at home. Though Grove City needed double overtime to defeat Westminster on the road, a home crowd and grass field may have given the Wolverines an advantage necessary to claim the title “PAC champions.”

The Grove City College’s men’s soccer team finished third in the President’s Athletic Conference (PAC) tournament on Nov. 4 with a 4-0 shutout over Westminster (11-6-1, 4-2-1 PAC) to earn a spot in the ECAC Division III South Women’s Soccer Championship semi-final game on Nov. 12, at the expense of Villa Maria College.

Senior goalkeeper Ben Walker continued his strong play as the game-winner in the 78th minute off a goal by junior Jordan White and sophomore Alex Mathes.

The Grove City-Geneva game Wednesday, Nov. 4, on a cold night in Crestview Hills, Ky. The winner of the game advanced to the PAC Championship game on Nov. 7 in Waynesville, Ohio.

The Grove City College’s women’s soccer team (12-6-0, 4-2-2 PAC) closed out the President’s Athletic Conference (PAC) tournament on Nov. 7 with a 3-2 win over Westminster (2-7, 0-4 PAC) for the PAC title.

The Grove City College Women’s soccer team (12-6-0, 4-2-2 PAC) earned a spot in the ECAC Division III South Women’s Soccer Championship semi-final game after a stellar season in the President’s Athletic Conference.

The women played in the PAC championship game against defending champion Westminster (11-6-1, 4-2-1 PAC) on Nov. 7 in Crestview Hills, Ky.

The women battled Thomas-More to a 1-0 defeat in the ECAC Division III South Women’s Soccer Championship semi-final game in Crestview Hills, Ky. on Nov. 7. The women would advance 9-4 after seven rounds of kicks to save the win in the round final from senior goalkeeper Nicole Lamont.

Thomas, Van Kirk and Malm, along with junior Jordyn White and sophomore Sydney Dunn, all moved up in the votes for the title game last season and get a second chance to do so this year.

Westminster on the road, a home crowd and grass field may have given the Wolverines an advantage necessary to claim the title “PAC champions.”

The dream will have to wait one more year though for Coach Mike Dreves. The men have not won a PAC championship since 2005 despite putting together a 15-6-2 record over the PAC title game last season and getting a taste of the title game once more in 2015.

The men’s team closed out the regular season on a positive note with two road wins. The team defeated Thiel College 4-7 on Oct. 24 and Waynesville 6-2 on Oct. 28. Loew scored twice and assisted twice on the second goal, scoring twice from the box in first-half action and senior Jonathan Mathes, respectively. The men outscored the Thiel 4-7 and dominated the game.

The regular season finale in Waynesville, Pa., proved to be monumental for a couple of Wolverine players. Senior goalkeeper Ben Walker continued his strong play as the game-winner in the 78th minute off a goal by junior Jordan White and sophomore Alex Mathes.

Senior goalkeeper Ben Walker continued his strong play as the game-winner in the 78th minute. The game-winner came off of an apparent goal kick by referees.
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The dream will have to wait one more year though for Coach Mike Dreves. The men have not won a PAC championship since 2005 despite putting together a 15-6-2 record over the PAC title game last season and getting a taste of the title game once more in 2015.
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The Grove City College Wolverines found themselves under attack from a relentless Westminster College offense last Saturday in their home finale for the 2015 season. The Titans (6-1 PAC, 7-2 overall) marked only the third time in the past 17 years that the Wolverines (0-7, 0-9) have dropped a home finale game.

Westminster started off the game hot and tacked on a majority of their points early. By the end of the first quarter, the Titans led by a 12-6 deficit. The rampage continued into the second quarter as Westminster quarterback Paul Columbo ran for three first-half touchdowns and added three touchdowns pass, helping Westminster lead 38-0 at halftime. Columbo went 12 of 19 for 134 yards and ran for 72 yards.

The Wolverines defense settled in during the second-half of play, allowing only one scoring drive for the remainder of the game.

Freshman cornerback Daniel Jackson intercepted a pass while sophomore linebacker Deion Minor forced and recovered a fumble. Junior linebacker Buddy Tuttle forced two fumbles and added two total stops. Senior linebacker Brandon Berringer ended his last home game with 18 completed tackles against the Titans.

Berringer, senior, ended his last home game with 18 completed tackles against the Westminster Titans on November 7.

In the third set the Titans never trailed, winning 25-20, and it looked like it would be the same story in the fourth set after jumping out to a 10-2 lead.

However, the Wolverines never gave up and rallied to make the score 12-10. After more back and forth, Trageser put a serve in a soft spot for the Titans defense, getting the ace to tie the match at 16-16 and prompting a Westmin- ter time out.

The Wolverines and Titans went back and forth to even the set at 21-21, but Westminster finished the set with a big kill from junior Megan Prybyl (Mars, Pa./ North Catholic) that would even the score, and Westminster went on to win 25-23 on a pair of Westminster attacks.

Trageser had a big day with 20 errors, registering a double-double with 11 kills and 24 digs.

In the set after jumping out to a 17-14 lead, the Titans added a couple of kills, ending the day. Maskrey led Grove City with 44 rushing yards on 14 carries.

The 45-7 defeat marked the last home game for head coach Chris Smith. Having been with the program for 32 years, his 122 wins places him as Grove City’s number one all-time winningest football coach.

His position will be filled by current assistant head coach and offensive coordinator Andrey Dimonitou following the end of the season.

The Wolverines will finish off their 2015 season next week in Greenville, Pa. against The Grove City College Wolverines. Grove City will look to take the cup back from the Titans after a 25-21 setback last year and also find their first win of the season and in the PAC.
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